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Abstract: Perovskite silicon tandem solar cells combine potentially low production costs
with the ability to surpass the efficiency limit of silicon single junction solar cells. Optical
modeling and optimization are crucial to achieve this ambitious goal in the near future. The
optimization should seek to maximize the energy yield based on realistic environmental
conditions. This work analyzes the energy yield of perovskite silicon tandem solar cells and
modules based on realistic experimental data, with a special focus on the investigation of
surface textures at the front and rear side of the solar cell and its implication for reflection as
well as parasitic absorption properties. The investigation reveals a 7.3%rel higher energy yield
for an encapsulated tandem cell with a textured front side compared with an encapsulated
high efficiency single junction solar cell with 24.3% harvesting efficiency for irradiance data
of the year 2014 in Freiburg/Germany.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Based on the rapid development of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites as solar cell absorber
materials, perovskite silicon tandem solar cells have quickly reached the efficiency level of
silicon single junction devices. The current record value of 28.0% for a two-terminal device
[1] even overcame the silicon record of 26.7% [2]. Due to the much higher theoretical
efficiency potential of tandem solar cells, significant further improvements are possible.
As perovskite silicon tandem solar cells are still in an early stage of development, a large
variety of device configurations have been investigated over the last years. For a comparison
of their performance the STC efficiency can be of limited value, because two-terminal tandem
devices with the need for current-matching are more susceptible to environmental conditions
that can vary strongly over the year or between different locations. The energy yield takes
into account parameters like varying spectra, different angles of incidence or temperature. It
is therefore a much more comprehensive figure of merit than the STC efficiency. Note that
three- or four-terminal tandem devices might simplify the restrictions due to environmental
conditions but increase complexity in the module fabrication process.
Purely theoretical analyses, e.g. based on the Shockley-Queisser-limit are helpful to
understand the fundamental behavior and estimate the influence of environmental changes
[3]. However, in order to derive specific recommendations for fabrication, realistic device
configurations have to be investigated. For this task, optical and electrical device simulations
are highly valuable.
The focus topics of most studies are the (i) module configuration, e.g. two-terminal vs.
four-terminal, (ii) the material choice or (iii) the layer order and thicknesses in the perovskite
top cell stack. Often a planar layer stack is optimized as top cell with regard to material
properties and layer thicknesses, sometimes leading to predicted cell efficiencies above 30%
[4–7].
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Among the parameters, which are less often included in simulation studies are (iv) the
integration of surface textures, (v) effects of the module encapsulation and (vi) a calculation
of the energy yield including realistic environmental conditions as well as electrical
properties.
An extensive study by Hörantner et al. optimized the layer thickness of planar perovskite
silicon tandem devices considering the electrical properties of the device as well as measured
irradiance data for different locations [4]. However, neither surface textures nor a module
encapsulation were taken into account in this study. Jost et al. focus in their yield analysis on
textured interfaces but take the full module stack with encapsulation only for some of the
systems into account [8]. Jiang et al. investigate various tandem module configurations and
point out the importance of the module encapsulation. However, no surface textures are
included [9]. Van Eerden et al. investigate materials and include also surface roughness in a
tandem device [10], but without calculating the energy yield.
Summarizing the available literature, a broad range of module configurations, material
choices and layer stacks have been investigated. In some cases, surface textures, module
encapsulation or an energy yield calculation were included. The only study available so far
combining all aspects (i)-(vi) was performed by Lehr et al. [11].
In this work, we investigate the energy yield perovskite silicon two-terminal tandem
modules, focusing on an optimization of the layer thickness, the introduction of surface
textures and the calculation of the energy yield. In contrast to the work by Lehr et al. [11] an
n-i-p configuration is investigated, with the electron contact layer deposited first on the
silicon solar cell and the hole contact last on the sun-facing side. With this deposition
sequence, the record efficiencies for single-junction perovskite solar cells have been achieved
[12] and it is therefore an attractive system for further investigation. As we will see in the
following, additional optical losses might occur in a tandem configuration. Therefore, further
optimization is required, for which this paper presents a set of useful tools.
In sections 2 and 3 an overview of the investigated systems and an introduction to the
simulation procedure in this work is given. Section 4 shows the simulation results and its
implications for future development of perovskite silicon tandem modules.
2. Material choice and system configuration
The systems that are investigated within this work include realistic monolithic perovskite
silicon tandem solar cells with textured front or rear side, a 250 µm thick silicon bulk and a
silver rear reflector, without and with module encapsulation (see Fig. 1). The question
whether systems with planar front side can perform similarly well as systems with textured
front is highly relevant for further research as this can make a large difference for the applied
deposition techniques.
The perovskite solar cell consists of a layer stack with indium tin oxide (ITO) [13] as
charge transport material at the bottom and top, TiO2 [14] and C60 [15] as electron contact
materials, the perovskite absorber and Spiro-OMeTAD [16] as hole contact layer. The
refractive index data of the perovskite absorber layer for different band gaps was adopted
from [4]. The data for the silicon bulk was taken from [17] and for the silver reflector from
[18]. The solar cells without encapsulation feature a magnesium fluoride (MgF2) [19] top
layer as anti-reflective coating (ARC). The module stack includes a 500 µm thick
encapsulation made of ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA) using data from [20]. The module front
features a planar ARC with a wavelength-independent refractive index of 1.27 and a thickness
of 130 nm. Furthermore, a standard silicon solar cell with textured front and planar rear side
and 70 nm thick silicon nitride ARC [21] is used as reference.
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Fig. 1. Sketches of the perovskite
p
silicon tandem solar cellls and module staccks investigated inn
this work.
w
a) Thin film
m stack of the peerovskite top solarr cell with refracctive indices for a
wavellength of 600 nm. b) Tandem cell with
w planar front sside and random ppyramid texture att
the rear side as well as c)
c textured front side and planar rear
ar side. d-f) similarr configurations ass
descriibed before, witho
out MgF2 anti-refflective coating bbut with module eencapsulation andd
ARC at the module fron
nt side.

3. Summary
y of the mode
eling scheme
The yield analysis of solarr modules witth tandem solaar cells is nott straight forw
ward. The
odeling schemee was applied for the simulaations within thhis work. Detaails about
following mo
the specific paarameters are given
g
in section
n 4.
i. Optimizing the perovskitee solar cell
Startting point of th
he simulations is a layer thicckness optimizzation of the pperovskite
cell, including the absorber
a
itselff as well as elecctron and hole transport layerrs. A thin
mal incidence oon the device. The absorptannce in the
film solver is used to model norm
diffeerent layers ass well as an approximativee photocurrentt density (JPh) in both
subcells is calculatted. Based on a genetic algoorithm JPh is m
matched and m
maximized
on and irradiaance spectrum
m. More detaills of the
for a specific incidence directio
procedure are descrribed in [22].
ii. Calculating
g optical cell an
nd module perfformance
The optical perfo
ormance of both
b
subcells is modeled w
with OPTOS (Optical
perties of Texttured Optical Sheets), a mat
atrix-based sim
mulation formaalism that
Prop
focuses on solar cells
c
with texttured interfacees [22]. In ordder to perform
m OPTOS
ulations for diifferent arrang
gements, the llight redistribuution properties of all
simu
invesstigated surfacce textures are determined inndividually witth the most apppropriate
meth
hod (transfer matrix
m
formalissm for planar iinterfaces and ray tracing foor random
pyram
mids). Subsequ
uently, OPTOS
S is used to moodel the differrent configuratiions for a
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largee variety of inccidence angles [23] coveringg the complete relevant angullar space.
This involves takin
ng into accountt all the compllex light paths and optical intteractions
betw
ween the interfaaces.
iii. Collecting
g the time-resollved spectral irrradiance
The wavelength an
nd angular reso
olved spectral iirradiance for ddifferent time steps can
be modeled,
m
e.g. by
b the widely used tool SM
MARTS2 [24], or it can be m
measured.
Whille many workss use a databasse provided byy the National R
Renewable Ennergy Lab
(NRE
EL), this work is based on measured data frrom Freiburg, G
Germany.
iv. Determinin
ng electrical so
olar cell param
meters
Amo
ong the differeent approaches to model the electrical solaar cell perform
mance, the
appliication of a tw
wo-diode modell for each of thhe subcells waas chosen for thhis work.
In sp
pite of the sim
mplicity of th
he model, it iss able to desccribe the obseerved IVcharaacteristics welll. The electricaal parameters, which have too be determineed for top
and bottom cell, are
a the dark saaturation curreents (J01, J02) aas well as parrallel and
RP, RS).
seriees resistance (R
v. Performing
g the yield anallysis
The final yield caalculation is based on the ttool YieldOpt,, which is an in-house
o
focuusing on conceentrating photoovoltaics.
deveelopment, described in [25] originally
Yield
dOpt 2.0 wass extended with capabilitiees to include the varying angle of
incid
dence of the so
olar radiation and
a the respecctive changes oof the effectivee module
area during the day
y and over thee year. YieldO
Opt 2.0 combinnes all input paarameters
nd determines the
t energy yielld for the inveestigated periodd of time.
descrribed above an
An overview
o
of thee procedure is sketched
s
in Figg. 2.

Fig. 2.
2 Sketch summaarizing the simullation procedure applied for the yield analysis off
perovskite silicon tandeem solar cells in th
his work.

4. Modeling
g details, resu
ults and disc
cussion
4.1 Optimizin
ng the perform
mance perovs
skite solar ce lls for differen
nt band gaps
For the optim
mization of the perovskite solar cell stack thhe AM1.5g speectrum [26] annd normal
incidence weere assumed. The
T refractive index data ffor the perovsskite layer is bbased on
measurementss of MaPbI3 by Löper et al. [27] for a banddgap of 1.55 eeV. In order to optimize
the stack for different pero
ovskite band gaps,
g
the absoorption coefficiient α ( λ ) waas shifted
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along the energy axis as described in Hörantner et al., who calculated the imaginary part of
α⋅λ
the refractive via k =
and subsequently retrieved the real part of the refractive index n
4π
using the Kramers-Kronig-relation [4].
The optimization of the layer thicknesses of the perovskite cell was performed as
described in section 3 for bandgaps from 1.55 eV to 1.75 eV and the cell and module stack
configurations depicted in section 2. The optimal layer thicknesses of top ITO, Spiro
OMeTAD, C60, TiO2 and bottom ITO converge during the optimization in all cases to their
predefined minimum thicknesses of 60 nm, 50 nm, 10 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm respectively, due
to the strong influence of their absorptivity. The optimized perovskite layer thicknesses are
displayed in Table 1. Note that perovskite thicknesses above 2000 nm seem difficult to
fabricate experimentally. Therefore, this value was set as maximum within this work. The
ARC in the non-encapsulated case varies between 90 nm and 122 nm.
Table 1. Optimized thicknesses [nm] of the perovskite layer for different bandgaps, solar
cell and module stack configuration
EGap [eV]

1.55
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.75

Perovskite layer thickness [nm]
Cell planar
front

Cell textured
front

Module stack
planar front

Module stack
textured front

313
428
597
1428
2000

305
398
591
1477
1996

317
411
597
1461
2000

287
373
549
1290
1994

4.2 Optical cell and module performance
The optical cell and module performance was determined using OPTOS simulations based on
redistribution matrices for the optimized layer stacks and the silver rear reflector. Within each
configuration and using the AM1.5g spectrum [26], similar matched photocurrent densities of
the subcells were achieved for the different bandgaps, e.g. ranging from 17.7 mA/cm2 to 17.8
mA/cm2 for the module stack with planar front side. The only exception is the bandgap of
1.75 eV since the maximum perovskite layer thickness of 2000 nm is not large enough to
reach current matching. In this case the top cell features a photocurrent of 16.7 mA/cm2 while
the bottom cell reaches 18.8 mA/cm2, which will reduce the monolithic tandem cell
performance. As the voltage increases with larger bandgaps, the bandgap of 1.70 eV is chosen
for the following investigation.
A detailed optical loss analysis of the module configurations with planar and front side
textured solar cells is shown in Fig. 3. This representation of the optical performance of the
system reveals two main differences between both systems:
Integrating a pyramid texture at the front side of the silicon bottom cell reduces the direct
reflection drastically, and the associated losses in photocurrent decrease from 4.8 mA/cm2 to
0.8 mA/cm2. The general effect is known from single junction silicon solar cells. However,
the quantification for this realistic perovskite silicon tandem cell stack is a relevant step. Note
that direct reflection means light that is reflected before entering the silicon solar cell, while
escape reflectance means light that travelled at least once through the silicon solar cell, but
then leaves the solar cell through the front surface.
The parasitic absorption in the charge carrier transport layers and transparent electrodes is
already high for the planar front side, e.g. being equivalent to a loss in photocurrent of 1.8
mA/cm2 in the top ITO. It increases even further for the textured front side to a value of 3.0
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mA/cm2. Thiss is due to mulltiple interactio
ons of the lightt with those layyers within thee pyramid
interface.
bination of all effects
e
leads to
o a matched phhotocurrent dennsity of 17.8 m
mA/cm2 in
The comb
2
the case with planar front siide and 19.0 mA/cm
m
in the case with randdom pyramid ffront side
g the superioritty of the front side
s textured cconfiguration.
demonstrating

Fig. 3.
3 Optical loss anaalysis of the two perovskite
p
silicon tandem module sstacks with planarr
front (left) and textured front (right). The texture reeduces the front side reflectancee
consid
derably. Parasitic absorption
a
in the Spiro-OMeTAD
S
annd the ITO layers is for both cases a
relevaant effect, even mo
ore pronounced in the case with fronnt side texture.

The exact absorptance values
v
for each
h layer are sum
mmarized in Tab
able 2. Comparring those
med in [11] sho
ows 1.1-1.3 m
mA/cm2 lower current densitiies in the
values to the study perform
T is due to the
t different orrder of the layeer stack with thhe Spiro layer on top of
tandem cell. This
the perovskitee and a resultin
ng larger parasiitic absorption..
Table 2. Absorbed or reflected photocurreent density [mA/ccm2]
Mo
odule stack planar
front

Module sttack
textured frront

4.8
0.0
0.8
1.8
0.8
17.8
0.0
0.0
0.9
17.8
0.7
0.5

0.8
0.0
0.7
3.0
1.2
19.0
0.0
0.0
1.1
19.0
0.3
0.9

Direct refflectance
SiO
O2
EV
VA
ITO
O
Spiro-OM
MEeTAD
Perovskite
C6
60
TiO
O2
ITO
O
Siliccon
Rear metal
m
Escape refflectance

Note, thatt parasitic abso
orption in the ITO strongly depends on thhe deposition ttechnique
and process parameters. Thee refractive ind
dex data that w
was used in this study describees an ITO
ghest transpareency with jusst enough condductivity.
that was not optimized to reach the hig
orption in the ITO is therefoore a highly reelevant step foor further
Reducing the parasitic abso
improvementss.
4.3 Time-res
solved spectra
al irradiance
For the timee-resolved speectral irradiance, measurem
ment data from
m Freiburg, G
Germany,
between Febrruary 2014 and
d January 2015
5 was used witth a time resollution of one hhour. The
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spectral distriibution of the global irradian
nce was measuured using a sspectrometer w
with south
orientation an
nd a tilt angle of 29°. Separaate measuremennts of spectrallly resolved diffuse and
direct irradiaance are not available. Ho
owever, spectrrally integrateed diffuse annd global
horizontal irrradiance, Idiffusee-horizontal and Iglobal-horizontal,
w
were measuredd at the same site. The
g
direct and diff
ffuse irradiancee on the tilted module
m
plane w
were calculatedd as follows:
(i) The direct part of the irraadiance Idirect-hoorizontal is calcullated by subtraacting Idiffuse-horizzontal from
ntly Idirect-horizonntal is converte d to the Idirect-ttilt, the direct iirradiance
Iglobal-horizoontal. Subsequen
incident on a plane wiith an orientatiion of 29° souuth taking intoo account the changing
solar posiition.
(ii) The diffu
use irradiance on a tilted plane
p
consists of the sky-diiffuse and thee groundreflected component.
I diffuse − tilt = I skky − diffuse − tilt + I grouund − reflected

(1)

The sky-diffuse part
p
ist calcullated based oon the measuured diffuse hhorizontal
diance Idiffuse-horiizontal and the Klucher
K
model [28]. For the gground diffusee part, the
irrad
follo
owing formula was applied, assuming
a
isotrropic reflectionn with an albedo of 0.2
and a tilt angle β off 29° [29].
1
(2)
⋅ I global − horizontal ⋅ Alb edo ⋅ (1 − cos( β ))
2
For sake of
o simplicity th
he same spectraal distribution was assumed for the direct aas well as
the diffuse paart of the spectrrum for the folllowing simulattions as a first approximationn.
I ground − reflected =

4.4 Electrica
al solar cell pa
arameters
The electricall simulation is based
b
on two-d
diode models ffor the perovskkite and the siliicon solar
cell. The respective parametters for the silicon solar cell w
were determinned from fittingg the light
and dark IV-characteristic from a single-junction solarr cell with 25.7% efficiencyy at STC
[30], which resulted
r
in: J01 = 2.282 •10−111 mA/cm2, J022 = 7.663 • 100−7 mA/cm2, RP = 5000
2
Ωcm and RS = 0.1035 Ωcm
m2. For the perrovskite top ceell, a publishedd light IV-curvve from a
efficient perov
vskite solar ceell with 22.7% STC-efficienccy and a bandggap of 1.63 eV [31] was
fitted using a two-diode mo
odel. The resultting saturation currents of J01 = 0 mA/cm2 and J02 =
−9
2
2.418 • 10 mA/cm , show
w that a single-diode modell with an ideaality factor of n = 2 is
T extracted pparallel and serries resistancess were RP
sufficient for modeling this specific cell. The
m2 and RS = 1.221 Ωcm2.
= 10000 Ωcm

Fig. 4.
4 Measured IV-ch
haracteristic of a siilicon [30] (left) an
and a perovskite [331] single junctionn
solar cell
c (right). Compared to the measu
ured values are thee fit curves of a tw
wo diode model forr
each of
o the cells.
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The J0 values for a bandgap of 1.7 eV were calculated assuming that the difference
between bandgap energy and Voc stays constant for different bandgaps. For the limited
bandgap changes within this work this is a good approximation [32]. This consideration leads
to J02 = 6.225 • 10−10 mA/cm2 for the perovskite solar cell with a bandgap of 1.7 eV. Note that
the series resistance of a solar cell mainly depends on the front and rear interfaces towards the
contacts. Since only one of the two metal contacts of each subcell is relevant for a monolithic
tandem device, the Rs-values of both subcells were divided in half for the energy yield
calculation. This procedure leads to STC efficiencies of 25.9% and 27.7% for the modules
featuring tandem cells with planar front and textured front, respectively. The single junction
module shows an STC efficiency of 25.8%.
4.5 Energy yield analysis
All parameters described in the sections above are used as input for YieldOpt 2.0, which
performs the energy yield analysis. The direct and diffuse incident spectra are multiplied with
the EQE of the respective incidence angle and integrated to the short circuit current at every
time step. Note that for the diffuse irradiance, the EQE of 55° incidence is applied [33].
Subsequently, the electrical parameters are used to calculate IV-characteristic, the maximum
power point, the efficiency as well as the power output. Note that effects of varying
temperature influence both the optical as well as the electrical cell performance but are not
taken into account here. We focus on the effect of the texturing, different angles of incidence
and different spectral conditions and assume a constant temperature of 25°C.
Figure 5(a) shows hourly data of the global irradiance on a module with south orientation
and a tilt angle of 29° with respect to the average photon energy (APE). The APE is defined
in Eq. (3) and integrated within this work from 300 nm to 1200 nm.
APE =

 I (λ) dλ
q
⋅ I ( λ ) ⋅ λ dλ
hc 

(3)

The highest irradiance values appear during the summer months and correspond to
average photon energies around 1.8 eV, which is also close to the APE of the AM1.5g
spectrum [26]. This agrees well with the highest efficiencies, which are reached for the same
APEs, as shown in Fig. 5(b) for the module with the front side textured solar cells. Note that
the accuracy of irradiance measurement is relatively large for small irradiance values. For
strongly distorted spectra with very low or very high APE, for which the efficiency of the
perovskite silicon tandem solar cell drops, coincide with relatively low irradiance, thus the
impact on the annual energy yield is low.
As reason for the drop in efficiency towards high and low APEs, an increased current
mismatch for distorted spectra is assumed. Therefore, the current mismatch is analyzed in
more detail. Figure 6(a) shows the relative current mismatch RCM, defined in Eq. (4), with
respect to the global irradiance. RCM can be regarded as the current loss of the tandem device
J top − J bot
J top + J bot
due to the current mismatch,
, divided by the average of the currents,
.
2
2

RCM =

J top − J bot
J top + J bot

(4)
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Fig. 5.
5 (a) Distribution of the hourly glob
bal irradiance for Freiburg from Feebruary 2014 untill
January 2015. The daashed line indicaates the APE off the AM1.5g sppectrum [26]. (b))
Distrib
bution of the pow
wer conversion effficiency for a peroovskite silicon tanndem module withh
front side
s textured solarr cells.

Figure 6(a) demonstrates
d
th
hat RCM valu
ues lower thann −25% and laarger than 25%
% are not
uncommon. However,
H
larg
ge deviations from the currrent matched situation occcur again
predominantly
y in combinattion with a lo
ow irradiance. Remarkably, weighting thee relative
current mismaatch with the irradiance
i
lead
ds to a value off 2.8%, meaninng that the devvice is on
average limiteed by the botto
om cell. This in
ndicates furtherr potential for ooptimizing thee thin film
stack, e.g. by
y using an averrage irradiancee spectrum of the specific loocation during the layer
stack optimizaation and not th
he AM1.5g staandard spectrum
m.
Figure 6(b
b) shows the annual
a
inciden
nt energy per ssquare meter, which is addeed up for
different interrvals of the output
o
power ratio
r
between the module w
with front sidee textured
tandem solar cells and the module
m
with siingle junction ssilicon solar ceell. The graph confirms
clearly that taandem configurration is superiior to the singlee junction casee since the maxximum of
the output pow
wer ratio correlates strongly with
w high solarr irradiance vallues.

Fig. 6.
6 (a) Relative cu
urrent mismatch between
b
perovskitee top and silicon bottom cell withh
respecct to the global inccident power, for the
t module with thhe front side textuured solar cells. (b))
Annuaal incident energy
y for different outp
put power ratios bbetween the moduule with front sidee
texturred tandem cells an
nd the one with sin
ngle junction silicoon cells.

The annuaal energy yield
d per square meter
m
combines all of the anallyses shown abbove into
one single vallue. The resultss for the system
ms investigatedd in this work aare collected inn Table 3.
The tandem module
m
with th
he front side teextured solar ccells has the hiighest energy yyield and
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produces 7.3%rel more electricity than the module with silicon single junction solar cell (26%
compared to 24.3% harvesting efficiency). For comparison, the efficiency under standard
testing conditions was 7.8%rel higher. Hence, almost the complete efficiency advantage of the
tandem device is translated into a higher energy yield, despite the current matching restriction
of the monolithic tandem devices. Note that the fill factor of a tandem cell is low at current
matching conditions and higher in mismatched situations. This is a very important effect for
yield analyses of tandem solar cells as it reduces the power loss, which would be expected
based on the mismatched current only.
The performance ratio, which is defined as the ratio between the annual energy yield and
the efficiency multiplied by the annual incident energy, expresses the same trend. The module
with the single junction silicon solar cells has the highest performance ratio of 94.2%,
because it does not suffer from mismatch losses. However, the tandem module with textured
front side solar cells features a value of 93.7%, which is very close.
The module with the front side textured tandem solar cells clearly outperforms the module
with front side planar tandem solar cells, because of the strong reduction of reflection losses.
Furthermore, it can make better use of irradiation at shallow angles, as the slightly larger
difference between the harvesting efficiencies compared to the difference of the STC
efficiencies shows. The module with planar front side tandem cells even shows a lower
energy yield than the module with silicon single junction solar cells, despite its 0.1% higher
efficiency under standard testing conditions.
Table 3. Energy yield and performance ratio for module stacks with different solar cells
Perovskite silicon
tandem (planar front)

Perovskite silicon
tandem (textured front)

Silicon single
junction

25.9%

27.8%

25.8%

1463

1463

1463

347
23.7%
91.6%

381
26.0%
93.7%

355
24.3%
94.2%

STC efficiency
Annual incident energy
[kWh/m2]
Energy yield [kWh/m2]
Harvesting efficiency
Performance ratio

Despite the fact that realistic performance ratios in the field will be lower for all module
types, as additional factors such as temperature, soiling, placement of the system and also
losses in the power electronics will be relevant, this analysis demonstrates that solar modules
with persovskite silicon tandem solar cells can outperform solar modules with single-junction
high efficiency silicon solar cells. The comparable performance ratios of both module types
highlight the energy yield potential of perovskite silicon tandem technology.
5. Conclusion and outlook
Simulation-based energy yield analyses for perovskite tandem solar cells and modules with
textured interfaces can take realistic environmental conditions into account and therefore
guide further developments. This work introduces a simulation scheme to calculate the energy
yield including complex device configurations with surface structures as well as module
encapsulation effects. The investigated perovskite silicon tandem modules with front side
texture show a 7.3%rel higher energy yield compared to an encapsulated high efficiency
silicon single junction cell for realistic irradiance conditions in Freiburg, Germany. This
performance could be enhanced significantly by increasing the tandem efficiency, e.g. via less
parasitic absorption in the charge transfer layers, especially the ITO. Furthermore, an
optimization of the perovskite layer stack considering the irradiance of the specific location
might lead to a reduction of the current mismatch and subsequently to a higher energy yield
as well as performance ratio. A parameter that is not investigated within this work is the
temperature. It influences the bandgap and thereby both the optical as well as the electrical
device performance. Therefore, introducing realistic temperature dependence in a yield
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analysis will be the subject of future work. Also possible performance difference due to
different spectra for direct and diffuse irradiance need to be further investigated.
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